
If you've ever listened to single sideband on HF, you'll know that high
quality audio is NOT one of its best features . But if you hook up the
AOR ARD-9800 modem to your HF SSB rig and make a digital voice
contact, that all changes-radically.
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I
I's been nearly two decades since I last had this feel ing
.. . when. for the first time, I heard the BRAAAAP of a pack
et radio signal and saw my callsign appear on the com

puter screen. I can't really describe the fee ling, except to say
that I recognized it immediately when I felt it again. even after
a gap 01 more than 18 years.

It was 1985. I'd had my TNC for several weeks, maybe
even a couple of months. and while I had read all the arti
cles about how packet works. I couldn't figure out how to
work anyone with it! When I finally made that first contact, I
felt like I was part of something new and special in amateur
radio-and indeed. packet radio was the beginning of a rev
olution in our hobby that continues to this day, the integra
tion of computers and digital technology into the fabric of
amateur radio. I was privi leged to be in a position to experi
ence and report on the next step in that progression-the
introduction of a digital voice option on commercial VHF and
UHF radiosl -c-and now, a digital voice modem that can be
connected to virtually any HF amateur transceiver.

Getting on the air with the AOR AR D-9800 Fast Radio
Modem was just like my experience two decades ago with
getting onto packet---except that more help was more read
ily available (more on that later)-and very similar to the
experience CO Publisher Dick Ross, K2MGA, had with get
ting onto single sideband some 45 years ago (see MJust Uke
the Old Days!"). It's not plug-and-play. You have to make
careful adjustments to the modem. You have to fiddle with
adjustments on your transceiver. You have to try and fail sev
eral times in making contacts. But when you finally get it right.
and get the right band conditions. you hear that packet-like
BRAAAAP and the green light comes on and this FM-quali·
ty voice comes out of the speaker of your SSB receiver call
ing you. it's all worthwhile . But I'm getting ahead of myself.. .

The ARD·9800
ADR introduced the AR D-9800 Fast Radio Modem at the
2003 Dayton Hamvention®. As we approach the 2004 show,
a small but growing cadre of hams is experi menting with
these devices. learn ing the ins and outs of digital voice .. .
and even digital video. The box itsel f is pretty simple. It con -
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The ARD-9800 Fast Radio Modem from AOR is capable of
producing and decoding digital voice. text. and photos. It
can be used with virtually any HF sse transceiver. using

the mic in and speaker out connectors. (W2VU photos)

tains sockets for a microphone (one is provided. but you can
substitute your own with a properly-wired connector), a cable
to the mic input on your rig (build your own or buy one from
them; I'd recommend the latter for reasons I'll explain later).
an audio-in connector from the external speaker jack on your
receiver. and a jack for connecting an external speaker of
your choosing (there 's also an internal speaker). In addition ,
there are connectors for a serial cable to your computer and
video in/out (more on those later ). As for controls. there's a
power switch. a mic level adjustment. a switch to go between
analog and digital, a transmit button that's used for non-voice
modes, and a volume control for the speaker. That's it.

Here's how it works for digital voice : On transmit, when you
key the mic, a 11/2 second data burst is generated (sound
ing much like the BRAAAP of packet or the tones you hear
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when connecting to the internet via a dial-up modem), then
you talk into the microphone and an analog- to-digital (N O)
converter changes the electrical impulses from your voice
into a digital datastream. which is then sent on to your rig 's
mic input. The digitized audio signal is tailored to fit in a typ
ical SSB bandwidth of 3 kHz. In an analog receiver. the
transmitted digital signal sounds like noise. The magic.
though, is what happens at the receiver of a ham who has
another AAD·9800 hooked up.

On receive, the 9800 automatically detects a digital voice
signal (that header provides the information it needs to go.
"Oh. this is digital. I'll switch over.") and automatically
decodes it. You hear the header. you see the "mode" LED
that's normally red and the "busy" LED that's normally off
both turn green, and then th is voice comes booming out of
your speaker. It really is magic ... when it works the way it
should. It doesn't always work the way it should. but most of
the hams who are using 9800s realize that they're expert
menters. that they're learning as they operate, and that what
they learn will be used in the future to advance the state of
the art in HF digital voice in amateur rad io.

The Audio
This is what really jumps out and grabs your attention. The
audio quality is what you'd expect to hear on FM, not SSB,
but there it is- full fidelity. no noise, just the voice of the other
station. This is the Holy Grail that ham radio audiophiles have
been seeking for the past 50 years, ever since single side
band displaced AM as the predominant HF voice mode-the
audio quality of AM with the bandwidth of SSB. It's been an
elusive goal for a halt-century. but it is now within reach. On
a solid link, th is audio is just as rich and full -bodied as any
th ing coming out of an AM or FM transmitter , with absolute
Iy no noise. We've come full circle with HF audio, as we see
the return of clarity and quality to HF voice communications .

Making Adjustments
We're not used to this anymore, but you have to make adjust
ments to make this work. You need to start by turning off all
the digital signal processing features in your rig (the 9800
does the OS? work for you), such as noise reduction, noise
blanking, etc., along with the speech compressor on the
transmit side. You 'll have two rmc gain adjustments to
make--one on the 9800 with the front-panel "clicker" so you
don't under-drive or over-drive the NO converter. and then
on your rig SO that you don't under-drive or over-drive the
outgOing AF signal . Like a packet signal, an audio level that's
too low or too high won't work. The same applies on receive.
and the adjustment here is quite simple. There's an LED
marked "Over" on the AAD-9800 which flashes to let you
know you're overmodulating on transmit (occasional flash
ing is OK; it it's on solid, you've got to back down the mic
gain on the unit). On receive, if the incoming signal level is
too low, the LED flashes: if it's too high, it comes on steady.
In between, in the range that's "just right"to quote Gold ilocks.
the LED goes out. This is what you want (it the LED doesn't
come on at all in rece ive. you've got a problem unit and you
should contact your dealer or AOA about a replacement).

Some of the more advanced users are getting brave
enough to turn their OS? back on and tailor their transmit
audio settings to maximize the tones being transmitted by
the 9800. This has to be done in conjunction with another
user who can let you know when you've gone too far. At this
point, the whole thing is an inexact science. For example. I
borrowed an IC-706 from CO Digital Editor Don Aotolo,
N2IAZ. and have it set up for pretty reliable dig ital voice com-
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The ARD-9800 Fast Radio Modem hooked up to W2VU's
borrowed (from N2IRZ) IC-706, along with the small power
supply below for the 9800. It's essential to use a regulated,

non-switching supply with the 9800.

munications. My own IC-746. though, with more bells and
whistles, still needs additional adjustments.

Limitations
There are two categories of limitations here-e-limitations of
the mode and limitations of the unit. Let's look at mode lim
itations first. This is digital, and if you're familiar with any other
form of digital communications , from packet to you r cell
phone. then you know that there is no such thing as a noisy
signal. It's either there or it's not. I commented to several
folks I contacted that the traditional RS signal report is use
less in digital voice. Irs either 59 or not there! Actually, there
is a curious kind of "noise" that does creep in when a signal
is close to the noise level or there's QRM from adjacent ana
log stations- as the D/A converter tries to make sense of the
noise, it throws out random sounds along with the desired
voice signal. If it's really bad, the desired signal gets lost in
th is "noise" just as it would in analog. In addition. if the sig 
nal you want is not sufficiently above the noise level, then
the unit w ill not fully decode the header and won't switch into
digital at all . You can "force" it into digital by pressing the
"transmit" button while receiving in analog, but you'll get just
the beeps and bloops described above because there's not
enough signal there for the unit to property decode.

This sensitivity to the signal-to-noise rat io is perhaps the
greatest limitation of the unit itself that 1observed. As soon
as things get noisy, either from adjacent stations or an ever
all increased noise level. it starts to lose the ability to decode
the incoming signals. And with the variations in noise that are
a constant on HF. this is a tricky area. There's a range with
in which it works beautifully. but if the band starts to change
and the signal drops below a certain level in relat ion to the
noise. then it' s no-go. I had several instances when I was
able commun icate in analog with a station whose signals
were weak and noisy, but not in digi ta l. My rough estimate
based on watch ing the S-meter was that the digital signal
has to be at least two S-units above the noise in order to be
decoded properly.

This was corroborated independently by at least one mem
ber of the AAD9800 Group on Yahoo.com (more about th is
group later). Butch Mason. W6KAG. reported that in tests
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Just Like The Old Days!
Digital Voice and the Dawn of sse

What in the wol1d is a piece about the early days of sse doing
here in the midst of an article about digital voice transmission? Irs
the outgrowth 01 a conversation between W2VU and K2MGA
regarding the experiences of some early users of the new AD A
digital voice adapter. Being somewhat older and greyer 01 beard
than W2VU. I was likening what Rich and others are experiencing
with the new ADA Digital Voice Adapter 10 our experiences with
ssa back in the 19505. especially when we first began to tinker
with it on 6 meters, a bastion 01 AM.

Myfirst sse encounters were about 1958. By then,ssa had been
pretty well established as a viable means of HF voice communica
tions, although it was still overshadowed by the dominant AM . A
great deal of commercial equipment was available. and although
much of il was costly, it wasn't so expensive that rt was beyond the
reach of a growing number of hams. Led by some milestone horne
brew projects such as the W2EWL "Cheap and Easy sse- exciter
in 1956 which grew from the ~SSB Jr." published in GEHamNews
in 1950. these homebrew phasing-type exciters were capable of
puning out about 10 or 20 watts on either 75 or 20 meters. From
them grew early breakthrough products such as the Central
Electronics 10A. l OB (75120m. plug-in coils) and 20A (all band,
bandswitching). But they all tended to be a bit finicky and dritty. and
if you built your own phasing exciter, much of your shack time was
spent nulling the carrier and adjusting the phasing to maximize the
unwanted sideband suppression. But that was part of the fun!

Gening on s-meter sse involved mixing the 2Q-meter output of
a lONe against a 36 Me (no MHz then! ) crystal-eontrolled signal,
giving USB output on 6. Pretty early on, a product was introduced
by a linle company called P&H Electronics which was a complete
package that went between the 1OAIB and the coax: relay and put
out about 10 watts on 6. All the setup lacked was a VFO. Ahh. but
that leads us back in time to a different part of the tale .

The earliest ham SSB exciters were often filter types using
homebrew mum-pole lattice filters built from WN II surplus FT·243
crystals in the 455 kc range that were available by the bucketful

on Radio Row (known today as Ground Zero) in New Yor1(, City for
almost no money at all. Sifting through hundreds of crystals would
yield matched frequency pairs which would collectively yield the
desired fifter bandwidth. when properly applied . For the phasing
enthusiasts. a milestone was the introduction of the B&W 350 plug
in audio phase shift network thai lock much of the heartache out
of building and adjusting your own.

Regardless of how the SSB signal was generated. the 455 kc
USB signal was mixed up to 9 Me. Using a converted war-surplus
BC-458 transmitter ($7.00 brand new from G &G Radio) as a VFO.
the 4.0 to 5.3 Me output was either added to or subtracted from
the 9 Me SSB signal. That produced a USB signal on 20 meters
or an LSB signal on 75 meters. (ThaI's the origin of the world-wide
convention: LSB below 20 meters; USB on 20 meters and up. How
many of you knew that?)

What About Digital Voic e ?
How does any of this relate to digital voice? Think about it. Our
early SSB efforts were anything but perfect and reliable. We were
able to communicate on the new mode, most of the time. And a
good part of our shack time was spent trying to get the doggone
lashup 10 wor1(, properly.And we suffered the catcalls of the diehard
AMers about our "Donald Duck- signals. But we were doing what
hams have always done: We were tinkering ancllearning and mov
ing the state of the art forward. And that's what the early adopters
of digital voice on HF are doing as we speak.

To those critics who say that it's not as good as it ought 10 be ,
that it's not perfect. that they're going to wait until n's perfected
before they try it out, I say the following:

"Hooray for the folks who have the courage to reach beyond the
conventional. They're the ones who have always made ham radio
wor1(" and they always will be: And as a significant side note, our
appreciation of the commitment and the courage of AOR in devel
oping this product and bringing it to market should not be taken
lightly. -Did< Ross, K2MGA, Publisher, CO

There are very few controls on the ARD-9800. On the front panel there's a con
nector for the included microphone. a volume control for the buin-in speaker. and
a mic gain control, plus a switch to toggle between analog and digital transmit
modes (receive switching is automatic). There 's also a "transmit - switch, which

is active only for digital video.

with fellow ham W6HLY (now a Silent
Key). ~(w)e d iscovered that whenever
the sig nal got dow n to less than 2 S
points (12 dB?) above the noise level,
w e lost the link and could not recover it.
... Many times Ica lled Dave via long dis
tance telephone and we had two circuits
going at the sam e time . W e established
rather conclusively that whenever the
sig nal got below two S points of the
noise lev el w e lost sync and had to
switch to pla in old SS B .· This matche s
my experience exactly .

This is a result of two Iactors-e-limita
t ions in bandwidth and budget. In any
d igital sig nal. the greater the bandwidth.
the greater the sound q uality and the
greater the resista nce to the effects of
noise . By keeping this sig na l within the
3·kHz bandwidth of an SSB s ig na l
(which is what m akes it a ttractive for use
on HF), you lose the benefits of greater
bandwidth. The other limitation is bud·
get. This is a $500 u nit. There are d igi·
ta l voice transceivers out there in com
mercial and military use that aren't as

sensitive to noise problems , but the ir
cost is generally several tho usand dol
lars per unit, well outside the budgets of
most ha ms . What AOA ha s do ne here
is to f ind some m iddle ground-a sys
tem that works very w ell when condi
tions are right and that fils within many
ham budgets. and that giv es those
hams who are adventurous enough to
try it and put up w ith the frustrations that
g o along w ith something experimental
the means w ith which to m ake those
experiments, to discover its strengths
and limitations. and to build a body of
knowl edge that w ill he lp the ne xt gen
eration of d ig ital voice equipm ent per
form even better. Butch. W 6KAG. sug 
gests that the d igital voice sig nal could
be made more "robust" jf the bandwidth
was broadened to that of two , or even
three or four, SSB signals . This would
certainly help , o f course. but would a lso
d efeat one of the primary goals here.
that o f provid ing digital voice w ithin the
bandwidth of a single SSB sig nal.

Butch also notes that he and W6HLY
"were two of the first s ix hams on SSB
and were students at the US Navy
Postgraduate SChool at the time .... O ur
experie nce d uring the SSB campaign
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Is it Voice or Is It Data?

One item of ongoing discussion on the ARD9800 e-mail reflector
is whether the output of your transmitter when using the device in
digitalmexia is voice ordata.This isan important discussion,because
the bands and frequencies on which you may operate will depend
on the answer. The majority feels that voice is voice. regardless 01
the method of transmission. and lhal digital voice may be used only
on bands and subbands where voice is permitted. Same for the dig
ital slow-scan TV images that the 9800 can transmit and receive.
Image is image. and the method of transmission is irrelevant.

Thedatafolks saymethod of transmission is everything. that what
goes out on the air is all that shouk1 matter 10 the FCC, and thaI what
goes out on the air is a digital bilstream, whether it's carrying a sig·
nal that wi ll be translated at the receiving end into text on a screen,
voice through a speaker, or an image on a TV monitor. Under this
theory, there are several operators conducting digital voice csos
on 30 meters, a band on which only CW and data are permitted.
They say they're legal because they're only transmitting data. How
that data is processed is irrelevant because that's not done on the
air. The FCC has not weighed in with an opinion.

Bothsides here have valid points.and as digital voice and image
transmission becomes more widely used, it is an issue with which
the FCC will need to deal inan intelligent way. Here at CO, lor sev
eral years we have been quietly promoting the concept of reprac-

(which took 10 years) indicated that any mode that could not
hold its own and win any challenge from existing modes was
doomed to failure on the HF bands. We had a clear 9-dB
advantage with SSB and finally won the battle..... He's prob
ably right. but as he notes. it was a battle that took ten years
to win, and as K2MGA points out in his sidebar, the early
years of SSB were anything but easy for those hams exper
imenting with the mode and trying to bring it into general use.

Another problem noted by several members of the
Yahoo!Groups list is susceptibility to RF interference from the
transmater itself. Ihave not had any of these problems myself,
but was aware of them before I started. and I made sure
everything was properly grounded and I put ferrite cores on
every wire I could. In addition, my antenna is out in my back
yard, separated from my shack by a horizontal distance of at
least 30-40 feel . People operating underneath rooftop anten
nas seemed to have more severe problems. There are sug
gestions on the Yahoo!Groups site, the AR0 9800 Liaison
site, and the AOR web page for dealing with this RFI prob-

Interior view of the ARD-9800. Unit on the right has the add
onmemoryboard required for digital image transmission and

reception.
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ing mode-limited subbands with bandwidth-limited subbands. This
way.anything that fits within a designated narrow bandwidth would
be permitted inwhat are now the CWldata subbands:while the cur
rent voice/data subbands would allow wider signals. equivalent to
the bandwidths of tocay's sse or AM voice signals: while wider
signals (FM, lor example. or high-speed digital signals) would con
tinue to be limited to frequencies above 29 MHz.This would enccor
age further exoenmentaton in digital compression,etc.There is no
reason, lorexample. to limitdigital transmissionson HFto 300 baud
if compression techniquespermit you to pack a2400- or 96OO-baud
signal into the same bandwidth. Recently, BonnieCrystal. K06XA,
proposed acomprehensive bandwidth-based approach tosubband
allocations. She suggests loursubband categories.with maxlrnum
bandwidths 01 500 Hz (similar to current CW), 3 kHz (similar tocur
rent SSB), 10 kHz (similar to current AM/narrow FM), and 25 kHz
(similar to current wide FM and higher-speed digital signals). We
haven't had a chance to examine it closely and are not endorsing
it in anything more than its concept, but ir s a good starting point
for a discussion that needs to begin now, so the rules can be
changed to accommodate new transmission modes before the
rules themselves become obstacles to progress. For more on
Crystal's bandplan proposal, see <http://www.qsl.neVkq6xal
freqplan/> on the web. - W2VU

lem. Regardless of whether the 9800 should be hardier in
terms of RFI susceptibility. if you have RF in your shack, there
are any number of good reasons why you should try to locate
the source/cause and eliminate it.

Some people have also had power-supply related prob
lems. mostly from not following the manufacturer's advice.
AOR recommends not using a switching-type power supply
and says it's essential that you do use a regulated supply.

One thing that will almost certainly have to wait for a future
generation---immunityto BPL (Broadband over Power Lines)
interference. We had hoped that digital voice might be a tech
nical solution to the interference problem posed by the advent
of BPL. and even considered driving to a BPL test area and
trying to carry on a digital voice aso in areas where an ana
log aso would be impossible. Unfortunately. BPL signals
appear primarily as noise, and the sensitivity of this unit to
increases in the noise level doesn't make that test worthwhile.
However. the potential is certainly there. particularly since
digital noise is different from analog noise if you're a digital
receiver, and in many cases that receiver should be able to
separate out the desired signals from the others. Not yet,
though. At least not with this technology in this price range.
We'll see what inventions are born of necessity in the future.

Gelling Help
Trying to get the ARD·9800 set up and operating on your own
is a sure-fire recipe for frustration. The technology is still
developing and the user base on the ham bands is just too
small at this point to be able to plug it in, adjust everything so
it -tcoks rightWat your end. call Mea digital voice." and expect
to get an answer. You will need help, especially in the early
going (and just about everyone is still at that stage, so every
one is learning together and sharing information).

One difference between the early days of packet and the
early days of digital voice is the internet. Eighteen years ago,
when Iwas trying to figure out how to work packet as opposed
to how packet worked, 1needed to make lots of long-distance
phone calls, starting with the few people I knew who were
involved with the mode and moving on to others who "knew
the ropes" and could explain it all to me so I could explain it to
others.2 Today, the Internet makes the process much easier,
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Notes
1. See -CO Reviews: Alinco OJ-SOOT

Handheld With Digital Voice Option : CO,
June 2002.

2. See "Packet Aadio-How to Work It
(Not How it Works),- CO,June/July, 1986.

To learn more...
Contact your favorite dealer or AOA

USA, Inc.• 20655 S. Western Ave.,
Suite 11 2, Torrance, CA 90501:
phone : 310-787·8615: fax: 310-787
8619; e-mail: d nfo@aorusa.com>:on
the web: <http://www.aorusa.com>.

Conclusion
So, should you run out and spend $500
for an AAD-9800 to join the digital voice
revolution? That all depends on what
you'r~ lookinq for. If you're looking for a
plug-It-In-and-turn-it-on device with the
dependability of a mature mode such as
SSB or FM. then no, this probably will
not be a good investment for you. You 'll
be too frustrated. If you're a real lechie
w~rking with cell-phone quality digitai
VOice and the latest in DV codecs and
algorithms, then no, you'll probably be
~isappoi nted in the lack of sophistica
non. But if you're a ham who wants to
be in on the ground floor of something
completely new and different- if you
want to be able to talk about the early
days of digital voice the way I talk about
the early days of packet and K2MGA
talks about the early days of SSB-if
you wan t to help establish a beachhead
10 ~ a ~ew mode in ham radio, then yes,
this Will probably be a good investment
for you. and you will get more than your
money's worth in disappointment and
elation. frustration and fun . And you'll
be helping to set the course for our
hobby's future.

Operating Frequencies
There are no "established" digital voice
frequencies as yet, although most of the
activity is toward the top end of the SSB
portions of the HF bands. Some of the
more popular frequencies appear to be
14.320. 14.260. 18.163. 7.265. and
3.960 MHz, all plus or minus other band
activity. Again, there is nothing formal
and most of the time people will use the
group site or e-mail to locate a vacant
frequency and try to hook up. As this
mode becomes more popular , though,
some sort of "gentlemen's aqreement'
will have to be reached regarding com
monly-used frequencies, as has been
done for text -based dig ita l modes
(ATTY, PSK, packet , etc .) and slow
scan TV. Analog voice and digital voice
are not particularly compatible. mostly
because the analog station may not
even realize there's a aso in progress
on the frequency you're using (he'll hear
cnty .noise) and may unknowingly trans
nut nght on top of you and unintention
ally interfere with you (a strong analog
signal will prompt the ~beeps and
beeps" discussed earl ier, or il strong
enough, cut off your link altogether). It's
probably a good idea to start out in ana
~og , announctnq that you're going to dig
ital VOice, and to periodically return to
analog to note that you are engaged in
a digital voice aso on the frequency.

Video and Text Modes
The AAD-9800 may also be connected
to your personal computer to operate in
text modes and, with added memory, to
send and receive digital image files as
well. I didn't have the opportunity to test

The rear ~nel .of the 9800 has connectors for a computer serial cable (for text
modes), VIdeo In .and out (for digital video), the output cable to the transceiver

m lC connector, audio in and out, and DC power.

AOR. Another John, John Deegan, these modes, and apparently, neither
~9XT, in Indianapolis, also spent a long have any of the other people in the
time on the phone and on the air with AA09800 group. We'll have to defer
me as we tested things out over a any evaluation of those modes to a
longer -d istance path. Their help has future article.
been invaluable. Thank you, John and
John! I'm sure you'll find other opera
tors to be equally helpful.

and the ARD-9800 operators you'll find
online are friendly and helpful (they want
more people to contact! ).

There are several sources of infor
mation on the internet, starting, of
course, with AOR's own webpage for
the unit. <http :/twww.aorusa.coml
ar~9800..ht~I> . A good jumping-off
POlOt for flOdlng other users is the "ARD
9800 liaison Web Site" (not affiliated
with AOR) at <http://Www.rfelectronics.
com>. This site includes a listing of
actN':: users , organized by location, with
~-mall addresses , operating tips and
I~fo on Ih~ late~t firmware upgrade, plus
links to Sites with all the technical infor
mat ion you could ever want .

Next is the ARD9800 group on
Yahoo! at <http Jlgroups.yahoo .com/
group/ARD9800>. In order to access
useful information here, you will need to
set up a free Yahoo! account and join
the group (it's easy; just cl ick "Join This
Group," then click MSign Up Now" and
fol~o~ the prompts). You can use your
eXIsting e-mail address or a new one
which will be the 10you set up on Yahoo!
I chose to use the new address, even
though it involves checking one more e
mail account every day, so I'd have a
separate spot for all of my ARD-9800
related messages.

Part o~ the Yahoo! AA09800 group is
an e-mail reflector. You can either view
the messages when you log into the
group area, or see the messages in your
own e-mail in-box. This is an extreme
ly valuable way to keep in touch with
other users and to set up skecs. The
group site also inc ludes a chat area
(which I've never seen active-after all,
we have the wor ld's first and biggest
chat room, called ham radio!), links and
photos, and a very valuable tool called
a database, which in this case is a table
on which members can post when
they're monitoring and on what fre 
quency; just remember to change it
~hen you tum off the radio! Using the
information on th is listing, I was able 10
make two random (non-scheduled)
osce on one weekend afternoon.

When you're first starting out. though.
plan on scheduled asOs. and if your
phone plan gives you free long dis
tance, plan on some on-the-phone time
as well . I used the operator listing on the
AF Electronics site to discover another
ARD-9800 user, John Marrin KB2KH
• ••
Just a few miles from where I live. John
and I spent a long time on the phone
~nd on the air trying to get things work
Ing properly, and he even loaned me a
spare un it (his brother's) in order to
compare performance of that one with
the evaluation un it I'd received from
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